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INTRODUCTION 

 

 DEFINITION & MEANING 

According to the definition of a company by the Indian Act, 2013; 

A registered company who is an artificial legal person, with an independent legal entity with 

perpetual succession and a common seal for its signatures and common capital comprised of 

transferable shares and carrying limited liability. 

In the common law, a company with a juristic personality or legal person separate from its 

members. As it exists only in the contemplation law. 

 

PURPOSE OF A COMPANY 

It is necessary to overcome with the short-term and focus on maximizing the profits and 

quarterly results, instead of customer values. But to overcome with the long-term such an 

orientation is always dangerous. The purpose of a company is to provide value to their 

customers and thus it is clear that it should be the focus of a company. A business vision 

statement are the part of the business strategy which should reflect the purpose of the 

company. 

 

REGISTRATION OF COMPANIES 

Processes of registering a company are: 

1. Obtain Digital Signatures 

These days various documents are prescribed under the Companies Act, 2013, which are 

required to be filed with the digital signature of the Managing Director or Director or Secretary 

of the Company. It should be compulsorily required to obtain a Digital Signature Certificate 
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from an authorized DSC issuing authority for at least one director to sign the E-forms related 

to company like form INC.1 and other documents. 

2. Obtain Director Identification Number [Section 153] 

As per Section 153 of the Companies Act, 2013 every individual who is appointed for the 

director of a company shall make an application for allotment of Director Identification 

Number in form DIR.3 to the Central Government in such form and manner and along with 

such fees which has been prescribed. 

Therefore, before submission of e-Form INC.1 for availability of name, all the directors of the 

proposed company should ensure that they must have the DIN and if they are not having DIN, 

then it is compulsory to obtain it. 

3. Name availability for proposed company 

According to the section 4(4) read with Rule-9 of Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014, 

application for the reservation and availability of name should be in Form no. INC.1 along 

with prescribed fees that is Rs 1,000/- In the selection of company’s name should be in 

accordance with the name guidelines given in Rule-8 of Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 

2014. 

Validity of Name approved by ROC: According to the section 4(5), maximum time for which 

name which will be available has been prescribed in the law itself. The name should be valid 

for a period of 60 Days from the date on which the application for Reservation was made. 

4. Preparation of the Memorandum of Association (MOA) and Articles of Association 

(AOA) 

According to the section 4(6) the memorandum of a company should be in respective forms 

which are specified in the tables A, B, C, D and E in Schedule I which are applicable to such 

companies. 

According to the section 5(6) the articles of a company should be in respective forms which 

are specified in the tables F, G, H, I and J in Schedule I which are applicable to such 

companies. 

https://taxguru.in/company-law/companies-act-2013companies-incorporation-rules-2014-related-formation-companies.html
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5. Application for incorporation of a private company 

According to the Rule-12 of Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014, application for the 

incorporation of private and Public companies, with the Registrar, within whose jurisdiction 

the company has to be registered is proposed to be situated and should be filed in Form no. 

INC 7 [Rule 12 to 18] along with Form no. INC.22 for the situation of registered office of the 

Company, (as the case selected in form no. INC 7) and DIR -12 with the following attachments: 

Form no. INC 7 Attachments: (Read with Section 7 of Companies Act, 2013) 

i. Memorandum of Association according to the Table A of schedule I 

ii. Articles of association according to the Table F of Schedule I 

iii. Declaration in Form No. INC-8 by Professionals according to the Rule-14 of Companies 

(Incorporation) Rules, 2014 

iv. Affidavit from each of the subscriber to the Memorandum given in Form No. INC-9 

according to the Rule-15 of Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014 

v. Proof of residential address 

vi. For the verification of signature of subscribers [Pursuant to rule 16 (1) (q) of companies 

(Incorporation) Rules, 2014 in the form no. INC – 10 

vii. NOC if there is a change in the promoters 

viii. Proof of Identity  

ix. Entrenched Articles of Association if any. 

x. PAN Card  

xi. Should provide a copy of certificate of incorporation of the foreign body corporate and 

proof of registered office address 

xii. Certified true copy of board consent by all the partners authorizing to subscribe in the MOA 
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xiii. Optional attachment, if any 

xiv. Form no. DIR.12 

xv. Form no. INC 22 

 

KINDS OF COMPANIES 

Companies on the Basis of Liabilities 

When we talk about the liabilities of members: 

a) Companies Limited by Shares 

Sometimes, shareholders could not able to pay the whole value of their shares at a time. So, 

in these companies, the liabilities of members are limited to the extent of amount which is not 

paid by them on their shares. It means that in this case of winding up, members are liable 

only until they pay the remaining amount of their shares. 

b) Companies Limited by Guarantee 

In these companies, the memorandum of association mentions amounts of money that 

members have guaranteed to pay. 

In case of winding up, members are liable only to pay that amount which is guaranteed by 

them. The company or its creditors cannot force them to pay more money. 

c) Unlimited Companies 

In these companies there are no limits on their members’ liabilities. Hence, the company can 

use all personal assets of shareholders to meet their debts when they are winding up. Their 

liabilities are extended to the company’s entire debt. 

Companies on the basis of members 
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a) One Person Companies (OPC) 

In these kinds of company’s only one member is the sole shareholder. They are separate from 

each other as OPCs are legal entities and distinct from his sole members. Unlike other 

companies, it is not compulsory for OPCs to have any minimum share capital. 

b) Private Companies 

These companies are those in whose articles of association restrict free transferability of 

shares. In terms of members, these companies need to have a minimum of 2 members and 

maximum of 200 members. These members include present and former employees who also 

hold the shares. 

 c) Public Companies 

In these companies, they allow their members for free transfers of their shares to others. 

Secondly, it is compulsory to have a minimum of 7 members, but their maximum number of 

members can be unlimited. 

Companies in terms of Access to Capital 

When we consider the access of a company to have capital, companies can either be listed or 

unlisted. 

Listed companies have the right to list their securities on stock exchanges. This means public 

can buy their securities freely. Hence, only public companies can list them, and not the 

private companies. 

Unlisted companies, on the other hand, do not have the right to list their securities on stock 

exchanges. In these both, public as well as private companies could come under this category. 
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FORMATION OF A COMPANY 

Formation of company involves various stages such as: 

1. PROMOTION STAGE: 

i. First to identify which type of business opportunity and the type of business to be 

done.  

ii. Second to go through deep study to determine technical, economic and legal viability 

of the project which is to be done by the company.  

iii. Third to decide the name of the company to be formed and getting this name 

approved from the Registrar of Companies.  

iv. Obtaining consent of the persons who will be signatories to documents to be 

submitted to the Registrar of Companies for getting the company registered. (In the 

case of a private company, 2 signatories, and in the case of a public company, 7 

signatories are required.)  

v. Obtaining consent of the persons who will act as first directors (2 required in the case 

of a private company and 3 in the case of a public company).  

vi. Selecting professionals who will prepare various relevant documents required for 

registration of the company like Memorandum of Association, Articles of Association, 

etc., and the professionals who will work as first auditors of the company.  

vii. Getting relevant documents prepared.  

 

2. INCORPORATION STAGE: 

In this stage its involves in putting an application for registering the company before the 

concerned Registrar of Companies and getting it registered. In India, there are offices of the 

Registrar of Companies in each major state of the country. The concerned Registrar is one who 

is located in the State where the registered office of the company is to be located. 

3. CAPITAL SUBCRIPTION STAGE: 

i. Filing of prospectus with Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI).  

ii. Getting approval from SEBI.  

iii. Appointing managers, underwriters and registrar to the issue.  

iv. Appointing bankers for receiving applications for shares along with money and 

brokers for promoting the issue. 
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v. Inviting the general public (including institutions) for share subscription.  

vi. On receiving the minimum prescribed subscription, allotting the shares in 

consultation with the concerned stock exchange where the shares are to be listed for 

trading. 

 

4. COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS STAGE: 

 

i. A declaration that the shares to be subscribed on cash basis have been allotted.  

ii. A declaration that all the Directors have paid in cash for the shares subscribed by 

them.  

iii. A declaration, signed either by a director or Secretary of the company, that the above 

requirements have been complied with.  
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MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION 

 

Memorandum of Association also called MoA is a legal document that represents charter of 

a company as laid under the Companies Act,2013. Section 2(56) of the Companies Act, 2013 

defines Memorandum of Association. It lays down a boundary for the company thus, it can’t 

perform actions beyond it. Memorandum of Association helps the shareholders, creditors and 

any former person negotiating with the company to undergo the fundamental claims and 

authorities of the company. It's an establishment on which the company is constituted. 

The whole framework of the company is enumerated in the Memorandum of Association. 

The memorandum is a public paper. Therefore, if a person wants to enlist into 

any dispositions with the company, all he has to proceed is recompense the necessitated 

charges to the Registrar of Companies and garner the Memorandum of Association. Through 

the Memorandum of Association, he'll get all the particulars of the company. It is 

the assignment of the person who indulges in any deals with 

the company to comprehend about its memorandum. 

 

The composition of a Memorandum of Associations defined in Table A to Table E i.e. Table 

A, Table B, Table C, Table D and Table E; relying upon the classification of company. 

A company can take upon the table appropriate to it; for example, Table A is for a company 

limited by shares, and Table B is for a company limited by guarantee and holding share capital 

etc.  

 

Furthermore, the contents of the contents of the MoA benefit the prospective shareholders 

in addressing the appropriate conclusion while thinking of investing in the company. The 

Memorandum of Association must be subscribed by at least 2 subscribers in case of 

a private limited company, and 7 members in case of a public limited company. 1 

 

The content under Memorandum of Association are as follows: 

 

 
1 https://cleartax.in/s/memorandum-of-association-moa 

https://cleartax.in/s/memorandum-of-association-moa
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a. Name Clause - Under this name of the company is specified and that particular name 

should not be an identical to any other existing company. It is defined under Section 4(1)(a) 

of the Companies Act. It also ensures that if the nature of the company is private then it 

must have a suffix ‘Private Limited’.  

 

b. Registered Office Clause - Under this the name of the State in which the registered office 

of the company is located is specified. It is defined under Section 12 of the Companies Act, 

2013. Therefore, stating under which jurisdiction the Registrar of Companies lies. 

Change in domicile of Registered Office should be notified to the Registrar within the laid 

down standing period.2 

 

c. Object Clause - Under this the objective and goals of a company is stated. The Section 

4(c) of the Act, details the object clause. They are further divided into three categories - 

Main objectives, Incidental objectives and other objectives.  

 

d. Liability Clause - Under this the liability of the members of the company are specified. 

Under the Section 2(22) and Section 2(21) of the Companies Act, 2013 the liability clause 

is defined. If the nature of a company’s liability is unlimited, then the liability of the 

members is also unlimited whereas when the nature of liability if a company is limited then 

then liability of its members is also limited and restricted by a certain amount.  

 

e. Capital Clause - Under this the authorized to the nominal capital of the company i.e., the 

maximum capital that a company can raise is specified. Additionally, the admeasurement 

of registered share capital into shares of a fixed quantity is also 

necessitated to be transferred in the memorandum. Each subscriber must negotiate at least 

one share and correspond antipodal his name to the number of shares he takes 

  

 
2 Companies Act, 2013 
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INCORPORATION CERTIFICATE OF COMPANIES 

ACT,2013 

Meaning:  

            An incorporation certificate, a legal document issued by the Ministry of Corporate 

Affairs (MCA) once a company, however successfully registered. An incorporation certificate 

considered a proof that the company is now registered with the Registrar of Companies. 

             Incorporation Certificate specifies the date from which the company has deemed 

officially registered. The company can then commence its business. Unlike sole proprietorship 

registration of private companies are mandatory. It is the duty of the promoter to apply for 

Incorporation Certificate. 

              The Certificate of Incorporation is conclusive evidence that everything is in order as 

regards registration and that the company has come into existence from the earliest moment of 

the day of incorporation stated therein with rights and liabilities of a natural person, competent 

to enter into contracts. The validity of the registration cannot thus question after the issue of 

the certificate. 

                It is for the purpose of incorporation only that the certificate was made conclusive by 

the legislature and the certificate cannot legalize the illegal object contained in the 

memorandum. Where the object of a company deem unlawful, it has held that the certificate of 

registration considered not conclusive for this purpose. 

 

Procedure for obtaining Incorporation Certificate as follows: 

1. Director Identification Number (DIN) for Incorporation of Company: 

       DIN required before commencing the incorporation of the company. Every individual thus 

appointed as director of a company shall make an application for allotment of Director 

Identification Number in form DIR-3 to the Central Government with such fees as may 

prescribe. It is however mandatory for the directors to apply for the DIN. 
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2. Name for proposed incorporation of company. 

         An application for the reservation of a name shall be made in form no,1 along with the 

fee as provided in the companies (registrat0ion offices and fees) Rules, 201 which may be 

approved or rejected, as the case may be, by the Registrar, Central Registration Center. In 

selection of Company name should thus in accordance with name guidelines given in Rule-8 

of Companies (Incorporation)rules,2014. After approval of name by registrar of companies, 

the ROC will issue a name availability letter with respect to approval for availability of name 

for a proposed company. 

 

3. Preparation of the Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association for 

incorporation of company. 

          These two documents contain the rules and regulations of the incorporation of company 

and thus prepared with. Drafting of the MOA and AOA is subsequent step after the acceptance 

of name given by the Registrar. The main object of MOA and AOA should match with the 

object shown in e-form INC.1. Memorandum of Association shall be in the respective form as 

prescribed in Tables A, B, C, D and E in schedule 1 and Article of Association in F, G, H, I 

and j in schedule 1. 

  

4. Private Limited Company: 

          After approval of the name, following documents along with the application and 

prescribed fees, should file with the Registrar: 

1. Memorandum of Association 

2. Articles of Association, if any 

3. Declaration from Directors 
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4. Affidavits of the Directors 

5. A declaration that the requirements of the Act and the rules framed there under have 

thus compile with. This declaration thus should signed by an advocate of the supreme court of 

high court or an attorney or a pleader having the right to appear before high court or a secretary 

or a Chartered Accountant in whole time practice in India who also engaged in the formation 

of a company or by a person named in the Articles as a Director, Manager or Secretary of the 

Company. 

Besides the aforementioned documents, the company must give a notice regarding the situation 

of its registered office within 15 days of registration or during filling of incorporation 

documents.  

Upon the registration of the documents and the payment of the necessary fees, the Registrar of 

companies would issue a certificate that the company hence incorporated. From the date of 

incorporation mentioned in the certificate, the company becomes a legal person separate from 

the other members. 

 

Modification of Certificate of Incorporation 

         Once the Certificate of Incorporation is obtained, it becomes an identity of the company. 

If the company wishes to modify the name of the company, then it must check for the 

availability of a new name, conduct an EGM, pass a special resolution, and apply to the 

registrar for approval of the name pursuant to rule 29 of the Companies Incorporation 

Rules,2014. Post-approval the Registrar will issue a fresh Certificate of Incorporation. 

However, if the address of the company is modified, the Certificate of Incorporation will not 

be modified. The company will have to apply for relevant forms and ensure modification in the 

company master data. The address on the Certificate of Incorporation is on the date of 

incorporation, and hence no retrospective changes can be made. A Certificate of Incorporation 

brings the company alive. It has all details as on the date incorporation and replicates a birth 

certificate for an individual. 
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Conclusion: 

When any change in the name of a company, the registrar shall enter the new name in the 

register of companies in place of the old name and issue a fresh certificate of incorporation 

with the new name and such change in the name shall be complete and effective only on the 

issue of such certificate. 
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PRE-INCORPORATION CONTRACT 

Abstract 

A promoter is an individual who creates the company, who has the responsibility of making a 

company into existence and holds a trusteeship connection as regards to the corporation. In 

approximately all kinds of cases, the promoter has a responsibility of entering into a contract 

on the sake of the company prior to its incorporation. The main problem which arises out of 

these kinds of contracts is of the legal outcomes which result when promoters trade in with 

other parties on derogation of the company established on the future corporation. The 

promoter's position is very indistinct, and frequently, it is found that the company repudiate 

to adopt the pre-incorporation contract. 

Meaning of Pre-Incorporation Contract 

Promoters are the people who have responsibility to advance a company to a functioning 

level. Promoter is a person who has been named as such in a prospectus or is identified by the 

company in the annual return referred to in Section 92. They authorize that it is operating 

successfully. Thus, the promoters take part in many contracts which are important to promote 

the company. Pre incorporation contracts also accommodate those accomplished with the 

white-collars for company's registration or those necessary for the smooth functioning of the 

company. Till the registration process is finished, the company is just an artificial person that 

is not born, and therefore it could not execute any agreement prior to its incorporation. Thus, 

the pre-incorporation contracts formed by the promoters are made in their accountability. 

Therefore, such contracts are known to be the pre-incorporation contracts, and such contracts 

are incorporated prior to the incorporation of the respected company. All such contracts are 

not escapable for registration of a company, and thus they are also identified by the 

Companies Act and also by the Special Relief Act1.  

The Legal Position of Pre-Incorporation Contract 

The legal position of the pre-incorporation contract is tough to explain. In accordance with 

the definition of contract, there need to be at least 2 parties who enter into a contract with 

themselves. Thus, the general principle clarifies that a contract is invalid if one of the parties 

to the contract doesn't exist during the moment of entering into the contract. So, the company  
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couldn't enter into a contract prior to its incorporation. Therefore, the pre-incorporation 

contracts are seldom joined into by the promoters on pretext of the company.  

In contrast to the aforesaid the promoters act like an agent of the company but here too is an 

entangle, if the principal, that is. company itself is not existing, how could it appoint an agent 

to act on behalf of it? Thus, the promoters are individually responsible for all the contracts, 

and such contracts are not obligated on the company till it agrees to the contracts.  

Though, in accordance to the Section 2302, neither an agent individually foists contracts 

entered by himself on pretext of his principal, nor he is individually liable or obligated by the 

contracts if he alludes, at the time of forming the contract, that he is just operating like an 

agent and he isn't individually responsible for that contract.  

Though, Section 15(h) and Section 19(e)3 formulate the pre-incorporation contracts not 

invalid.  

Section 15(h): Therefore, section mentions the specific performance of a contract which 

could be obtained by- any party; their spokesperson in interest or the principal; 

Obligated that if the promoters of a company prior to its incorporation turned into a contract 

for the company and with respect to the modalities of the incorporation of the company, thus 

the contracts as prescribed earlier are not invalid.  

Section 19(e): This section clarifies that the performance of a contract may be imposed in 

contradiction to the company provided the promoters of the company turned into a contract 

for the company and the modalities must create this contract of the incorporation. 

 

 

 

 

 1Singh, Avtar, Company Law (Eastern Book Company, Lucknow) Edition 15, 2009 

 2Indian Contract Act, 1872 

  3The Specific Relief Act, 1963 
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Weavers’ mills Ltd. v. Balkies Ammal4 In this case, the Madras HC widened the scope of the 

principle of Pre incorporation contract. In this, the promoters had consented to buy some 

properties on the pretext of the company. Following incorporation, the company presumed 

possession and built structures on it. Thus, in this case the court concluded that despite no 

presence of transfer of property by the promoter in politeness of the company following its 

incorporation, the company’s title upon the property will not be placed aside.  

In the case of New Borne vs Sensolid5 the Court concluded that prior to the incorporation the 

company cannot be in existence, furthermore if it is not in existence, then the contract which 

the unformed company signed would also be not in existence. The Court held that the 

promoters are individually liable for the pre-incorporation contracts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  4AIR 1969 Mad 462 

  5(Great Britain) Ltd [1954] 1 QB 45  
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COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS 

 

Abstract 

Commencement of Business is a declaration which is released by the directors within 180 days 

of incorporation of company describing that the subscribers to the Memorandum of the 

company have paid the number of shares agreed upon by them with a verification of registered 

office address of the company.  The declaration is to be filed with proof of subscription money 

banqueted by the company in Form 20A with the Registrar of Companies. 

Origin of the concept 

Concept of Certificate of ‘Commencement of Business’ was there in the earlier Companies 

Act, 1956 and it was also formulated by the Companies Act, 2013 under the Section 116. But, 

section 11 was omitted7 

In recent, Companies Act, 2013 has been further amended by passing of ordinance by the 

President of India8. Declaration for Commencement of business is re-formulated by way of 

insertion of a latest Section 10A following section 10. The text of Section 10A are as 

mentioned9; 

1. A company incorporated after the commencement of this act and which have a share 

capital would not commence any business or shall exercise any borrowing powers till 

• declaration is prepared by a director within a time period of 180 days from the date of 

incorporation of the company in such a verified way as shall be prescribed, by the 

Registrar that every subscriber to the memorandum has made the payment of the 

amount of the shares which he or she agrees to take on respective date of creation of 

such declaration, and 

• company has filed at the Registrar a verification of its registered office as mentioned in 

section 12(2) 

 

6Companies Act, 2013 

7Companies (Amendment) Act, 2015 w.e.f. 29th May 2015 

8Companies (Amendment) Ordinance, 2018, §10(November 2, 2018) 

9 ibid 2 
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2. If some default is made during completion with the modalities of this section, the 

company shall be held liable to a penalty of Rs. 50,000 and each officer in  

default would be liable to a penalty of Rs. 1000 for respective days during which such default 

continued but it would not exceed an amount of Rs. 100,000. 

3. Where declaration has not been filed with the Registrar under clause (a) of sub-section (1) 

during a period of 180 days of the date of incorporation of the company and the Registrar has 

excusable cause of belief that the company has not been carrying on any business or operations, 

he would, in absence of any prejudice to the provisions mentioned in sub-section (2), initiate 

action for the dismissal of the company's name from the register of companies inside Chapter 

XVIII. 

Following the above amendment, the Ministry of Corporate affairs has also amended. In 

accordance to a new Rule 23A shall be introduced by the Ministry10. 

 

ELIGIBILITY TO FILE DECLARATION FOR COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS: 

● Companies with share capital and which were incorporated after 2nd November, 2018 

● Even the Section 8 Companies11 having share capital need to file form 20A 

 

NON-ELIGIBILITY TO FILE DECLARATION FOR COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS: 

● Companies which do not have a share capital and 

● Companies incorporated prior to 2nd November 2018, with or without share capita 

 

 

 

10Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014 vides Companies (Incorporation) Fourth Amendment Rules, 2018 w.e.f 

18.12.2018 

11 A company is deemed to be a Section 8 Company when it registered as a Non-Profit Organization (NPO) meaning 

when it has an aim of promoting arts, protection of environment, sports, science, commerce, education, charity, social 

welfare, reserch, religion and intends to use its profits or other income for promoting these motives 
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PENALTY: 

● 50,000 (₹) for Company itself 

● 1000(₹)/day for defaulting directors which could extend to 1,00,000(₹) 

● Registrar could cut the name of the company 

 

TIME LIMIT: 

A company needs to file Form 20A within 180 days from its incorporation. 

FORM 20A: 

The attachment to the form includes 

● subscribers’ proof of payment for amount of shares 

● Certificate of Registration issued by the Reserve Bank of Inda (in case of Non-Banking 

Financial Companies) /from other regulators. It is compulsory to attach this document 

if ‘Yes’ is opted in field 3(a). 

This electronic form 20A is to be verified by a practicing professional like CS /CA/CWA. If 

any default or negligence in certified practicing professional is found, the concerned would 

be liable for face the outcomes according to the poisons of section 448 and 44912 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12 Ibid 222 
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INCORPORATION OF COMPANIES UNDER COMPANIES 

ACT,2013. 

  

Introduction: - 

           Incorporation is a legal process in order to form a company or a corporate entity.  In 

other words, incorporation means the registration of the Company in Registrar of Company 

(known as ROC). The corporation is a legal entity that separates the income and firm’s assets 

from its investors and owners. 

           The incorporation of Companies in India or any foreign corporation in regulated by the 

Companies Act,1956. The Companies Act deals with all the requirements of establishing the 

rules and regulations of both private and public companies in India. 

           The very primary step to form a company is the approval of the name by the Registrar 

of Companies in the State/Union Territory where the company will maintain its registered 

office. But this comes with certain conditions as well as there should not be any two 

companies with the same name. the last words in the name are required to be “Private Ltd.” 

In the case of a Public Company. For foreign countries who engaged in trading and 

manufacturing activities are permitted by the Reserve Bank of India to open its branch in 

India. 

Promoters: 

 Section 2(69) of the Companies Act, 2013 defines promoters as an individual who: 

- Is named as a promoter in the prospectus or in the annual returns of the company. 

- Controls the affairs of a company, directly or indirectly. 

- Advises, directs, of instructs the Board of Directors. 
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Formation of a Company: 

Section 3 of the Companies act,2013, details the basic requirements of forming a company as 

follows: 

- Formation of a public company involves 7 or more people who subscribe their names 

to the memorandum and register the company for any lawful purpose. 

- Similarly, 2 or more people can form a private company. 

- One person can form a one person company, where the company to be formed is to be 

one person company that is to say, a private company, by subscribing their name or his name 

to a memorandum and complying with the requirements of this act in respect of registration. 

          This is done by subscribing to their names or his name to a memorandum and 

complying with the requirements of this act in respect of registration. 

 

One Person Company: 

                 With the implementation of the Companies Act,2013, a single person could 

constitute a Company, under the One Person Company concept. 

The introduction of OPC in the legal system is a move that would encourage corporatization 

of micro businesses and entrepreneurship. 

 

Definition: 

     Section2(68) of the act defines a private company as a company that has a minimum paid-

up share capital as prescribed and restricts the right to transfer its shares according to the 

conditions laid down in the articles of association of the company. 

       It is a company which is not a private company and has minimum paid-up share capital 

as may be prescribed. It is clarified in the proviso to the section that a subsidiary of public 
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company shall also be treated as a public company even if it remains private company under 

its articles. 

        Section 3 of the act provide that in the form of a company, the members as prescribed 

above have subscribe their names to the memorandum of the company and comply with the 

provisions of the act. It is specifically provided that in case of one person company, the 

memorandum has to indicate the name of the person with his prior consent in the prescribed 

form. 

 

Formation of a Company: 

It is very evident that in order to form a company, the proposed members must subscribe their 

names to the Memorandum of Association of the Company. The MOA is the most important 

document as far as a company is concerned. It is often called the  “constitution” of the 

company.  

The process for the incorporation or formation of a company is provided in section  7 of the 

Act. In order to form a legally valid company, it must be registered according to the 

conditions prescribed in the act. An application must be filled with the Registrar of 

Companies accompanied with certain documents such as the memorandum of association 

with certain documents such as the memorandum of association, articles of association, a 

copy of the agreement. 

The companies act under sec4 provides that the MOA has to be divided into five clauses as 

per any of the forms specified in Tables A to E in schedule. The different clauses which must 

be mandatorily present in the MOA are the name clause, Registered office clause, objects 

clause, liability clause and the capital clause. The provision also has introduced certain new 

requirements which are listed under clauses c to g of the act. It is only after receiving all the 

documents and information listed in section 7 (1) that a registrar shall issue a certificate of 

incorporation. The issue of such a certificate brings the company into existence as a legal 

person. It marks the birth of a company, and the date mentioned in the certificate is regarded 

as the day on which the proposed company came into existence as distinct legal entity. The 
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Registrar shall also allot to the company a corporate identity number, which shall be a distinct 

identity for the company and which shall also be included in the certificate. 

Conclusion: 

         The formation of company as enumerated in section3 of the Companies Act,2013. The 

various types of companies such as private, public and OPC have been discussed and their 

specialties have also been addressed. Moreover, the different types of companies based on 

liability as mentioned in section 3(2) have been looked into. Lastly, the process of formation 

of a company and the main particulars required for its incorporation have also been discussed 

in this article. 
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PROCEDURE OF FORMATION OF COMPANY IN INDIA 

 

Introduction: 

The formation of a company goes through a number of steps, starting from idea generation to 

commencing of the business. This whole process can be broken down into 4 major phases or 

steps. 

The major steps in formation of a company are as follows: 

1. Promotion stage 

2. Registration stage 

3. Incorporation stage 

4. Commencement of Business stage 

 

➢ Promotion stage: 

Promotion is the first step in the formation of a company. In this phase, the idea of starting 

a business is converted into reality with the help of promoters of the business idea. 

In this stage the ideas are executed. The promotion stage consists of the following steps: 

i. Identify the business opportunity and decide on the type of business that needs to be 

done. 

ii. Perform a feasibility study and determine the economic, technical and legal aspect of 

executing the business. 

iii. Interest shown by promoters towards the business idea and supply of capital and other 

necessary procedures to start the business. 

➢ Registration stage: 

Registration stage is the second part of the formation process. In this stage, the company gets 

registered, which brings the company into existence. 

A company is said to be in existence, it is registered as per the Companies Act,2013. In order 

to get a company registered, some documents need to be provided to the Registrar of 

Companies. 
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Several steps involved in the registration phase, and are as follows: 

i. Memorandum of Association: 

A memorandum of association (MOA) must be signed by the founders of the     company. A 

minimum of 7 members are required in case of a public company and 2 in case of private 

company. The MOA must be properly registered and stamped. 

ii. Article of Association: 

Article of Association (AOA) is also required to be signed and submitted. All members who 

previously signed MOA, should also be signing the AOA. 

iii. The next step is preparing list of directors which should be filed with the Registrar of 

Companies. 

iv. Directors of the should provide a written consent agreeing to be directors, should be 

filed with Registrar of Companies. 

v. The notice of address of the office needs to be filed 

vi. A statutory declaration should be made by any advocate of either the High Court or 

Supreme Court, or a person of the capacity of Director, Secretary or Managing Director. 

This declaration shall be filed with the ROC. 

 

Certificate of Incorporation: 

Certification of Incorporation is issued when the Registrar is satisfied with the documents 

provided. This certificate validated the establishment of the company in the records. 

Certificate of commencement of business: 

Certificate of commencement of business is required for a public subscribe to the share for 

raising capital. Once all the minimum number of required shares have been subscribed, a letter 

should be sent to the registrar along with a bank document stating the receiving of the money. 

The registrar will issue a certificate upon finding the provided documents satisfactory. This 

certificate is known as certificate of commencement of business. The company can start 

business activities from the date of issue of the certificate and the business shall be done as per 

rules laid down in the MOA (Memorandum of Association). 
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This concludes the topic of steps in Formation of a Company, which is an important concept 

for the students of Commerce. 

Capital Subscription Stage: 

After a company is registered, it proceeds to get money through allotment of share capital to 

members. Initially, shares are allotted to persons who are signatories to documents and have 

agreed to subscribe to the prescribed number of shares. After this, a private company may start 

its business while a public company is required to get the certificate of Commencement of 

Business from the concerned Registrar of Companies. 

The procedure for subsequent allotment of shares varies for a private company and a public 

company. In a private company, subsequent shares are allotted through personal contacts. In a 

public company, shares may be allotted through public issue of shares. 

Procedure: 

i. Filing of prospectus with Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). 

ii. Getting approval from SEBI. 

iii. Appointing managers, underwriters and registrar to the issue. 

iv. Appointing bankers for receiving applications for shares along with money and brokers 

for promoting the issue. 

v. Inviting the general public for share subscription. 

vi. On receiving the minimum prescribed subscription, allotting the shares in consultation 

with concerned stock exchange where the shares are to be listed for trading. 

However, it may be mentioned that it is not necessary for a public company to offer its shares 

to public; it has only an eligibility for public issue but not a compulsion. When a public 

company issues its shares to the public, it is called a publicly help company. 

Steps in the Promotion of a company (Functions of Promoter). 

1) Identification of business opportunity: 

The process for formation of a company begins when a promoter identifies a business 

opportunity or proposition or an idea. The opportunity may be in respect of producing a new 

product, expansion of the existing unit, making a product available through a different channel, 

merger of two business units or any other opportunity 
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2) Feasibility Analysis: 

It may not be feasible or profitable to convert all identified business opportunities into real 

projects. Therefore, before investing the money in the idea, detailed feasibility analysis is 

conducted in order to investigate all aspects of the intended proposition. Depending upon the 

nature of product and with the help professional specialists like engineers, chartered 

accountants etc. 

3) Approval of the name of the firm: 

The promoters have to select a name for the company and get it approved from the Registrar 

of Companies. The Registrar examines the proposed name to find out that it does not resemble 

with the name of any other existing company 

4) Preparation of necessary documents: 

The promoters take steps to prepare legal documents which have to be submitted to the 

Registrar of Companies for getting the company registered. 

5) Appointment of Professionals: 

The promoters appoint professionals such as an advocate, practicing company secretary, 

mercantile bankers, and auditors etc. to assist in the preparation of necessary documents, which 

are to be submitted to the Registrar of Companies. 

Important documents are required to be submitted: 

• Memorandum of Association 

• Articles of Association 

• Consent of proposed directors 

• Copies of Agreements, 

• Statutory declaration under section 7 (i) (b) of Companies Act 2013. 

• Documentary Evidence of payment of Registration fee. 
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DEPRECIATION 

Depreciation is the concept of allocating the cost of the asset to the useful life of that asset. It 

is the actual decrease in the fair value of the asset. Depreciation is used to write off the asset in 

number of years rather than writing it off in a single year. The number of years being decided 

by its useful life. Depreciation is allocated on tangible assets. 

What are tangible assets? 

Tangible assets or physical assets are those things that can be touched. They include building, 

machinery, vehicles, furniture, electronic gadgets like computers etc. 

Here we come to an important question that can we also depreciate intangible asset? 

The answer is yes but the process is not known as depreciation rather it is known as 

Amortization of intangible assets. Amortization is the process of expensing the cost of tangible 

asset to the life of the asset for tax and accounting purposes. 

How is depreciation treated in accounting? 

Depreciation charged on the asset is shown as an expense under the profit and loss Account. It 

helps the organization in compensating the value lost on the asset. 

It should be noted that depreciation does not represent any actual real cash flow. 

When will the Organization stop depreciating the Asset? 

The asset is depreciated throughout its useful life. The business stops depreciating when the 

asset is either disposed or it has reached the end of its useful life. 

What will happen if the asset is not depreciated? 

If the asset is not depreciated. Then all the assets that the organization buys will have to be 

written of as an expense as soon as they are purchased. If this happens than the month in the 

particular asset is bought will show a large loss and after those high profits will be shown in 

the months when the revenue is realized using the asset. This will create extremely variable 

financial results. 

How is depreciated prescribed under the Companies Act? 

Under the Indian Companies Act, 2013. Depreciation can be done using two methods. Namely- 
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1. Straight line method (SLM) 

2. Written down value method (WDV) 

Under schedule II of companies act Depreciation rates are prescribed. The companies act also 

defines depreciation as 

" systematic allocation of the depreciable amount of an asset over its useful life3". It should be 

noted that under the Companies Act. Depreciation also includes amortization.  

 

Straight line method. 

It is the easiest way to calculate depreciation. It is calculated by dividing the cost of asset and 

its salvage value by the life of the asset in years.  

SLB = (Purchase price of Asset - Salvage Value)/ Estimated useful life of Asset. 

Straight line method is easier to calculate and gives same amount every year. Its major 

drawbacks due to its simplicity is that it is calculated on the basis of guesswork. It gives same 

depreciation for every year regardless of any other factors which may affect the value of the 

asset. 

  

 
3 Reference charts for useful lives.  – http://www.mca.gov.in/SearchableActs/Schedule2.htm  

 

http://www.mca.gov.in/SearchableActs/Schedule2.htm
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Written down Value method. 

It is also called book value or net book value of an asset or Diminishing balance method. It 

uses an constant rate of depreciation each year. It recognizes more depreciation value in the 

early years of the asset than later years.  

WDV = (Cost of Asset - Salvage Value of asset) × Rate of Depreciation. 

It is advantageous as it helps in determining the market value of asset at the particular year. It 

is better for asset that lose their value in the early of their use.  

On the other hand, it may not be that useful for the asset which have uniform rate of 

depreciation throughout its life. 
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DIVIDEND 

Dividend simply put is distribution of profits by a corporation to its shareholders. The Dutch 

East India company was the first company to pay regular dividends. 

Dividend under Companies Act 2013 

Under section 2(35) 4dividend is mentioned as include any "interim dividend". Dividend is paid 

out of the profits that the company earns. It is paid to the proportion of Paid Up share capital 

held by them. 

Company declares dividend based on the financial planning that is followed by the company's 

management. The amount of profit which are not distributed are called retained earnings and 

is re-invested in the business. The word dividend is derived from the Latin word 

‘DIVIDENDUM’. it means something to be divided. 

Dividend can be paid on equity or preference shares or both. 

Sources of dividend include. 

1. Current year profits. 

2. Undistributed profits of previous year.  

3. Out of money which governments provide against a guarantee of the payment of dividend.  

There are two types of dividend 

1. Interim dividend 

2. Final dividend. 

 

Interim dividend. 

Section 123(3) 

 
4 http://www.mca.gov.in/SearchableActs/Section2.htm 
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Interim dividend is declared by the board of directors of the company during any financial year 

or at any time period from the closure of financial year till holding if the annual general 

meeting. 

Interim dividend can he declared out of the profits of current year or the profits of the previous 

financial years. It is declared out of the surplus generated in the profit and loss account. If there 

is loss before the declaration of dividend than it has to be declared at an average rate calculated 

on the basis of dividends declared in the 3 previous financial years. 

Article must authorize the issuance of the interim dividend. 

Final dividend. 

These are the dividends which are declared by the company after the closure of the financial 

year and after the approval of the board of directors in annual general meeting. The liability in 

default arises only in the case of declaration of final dividends only. It does not arise with 

interim dividend. It is the right of the shareholders. 

Section 51 states that dividend is to be paid in proportion to the amount paid up by the 

shareholder. Under section 123 it is clearly mentioned that before paying the dividend company 

must charge depreciation in the profit and loss account of the current year and there is no 

balance of previous year depreciation. 

Section 123 to 127 of the companies act deal with provisions related to declaration and payment 

of dividend. 

Procedure of declaration and payment of dividend.  

1. A 7-day notice of the meeting of board of directors must be declared in accordance with 

section 173 of companies act 2013. 

2. Board meeting is to be held and resolution needs to be passed for the following purposes 

Approval of the annual accounts. 

Fix the amount of dividend to be declared at the next annual general meeting. 

Fix the day, date, venue of AGM. 

Approving the notice of the AGM. 

3. Company may reserve such reserve as it considers appropriate for the current profits.  
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4. Public notice needs to be given of the closure of the books at least 7 days before the 

commencement of such closure. It is to be issued at the place where the registered office of the 

company is situated.  

5. Close the register of members and the share transfer register of the company. 

Now it is time to hold the Annual General Meeting of the company. In AGM an ordinary 

resolution needs to be passed declaring the payment of the dividend to the shareholders as 

recommended by the board of directors.  

A separate bank needs to opened for making the payment of the dividend and needs to be 

credited with the total amount of dividend payable with 5 days of declaration i dividend.  

Dividend warrants needs to dispatched within 30 days of the declaration of the dividend. For 

joint shareholders, dispatch the warrant to the first named shareholders.  

Put out a notice in the newspaper to divulge that dividend warrants have been posted and 

members who did not receive them within the period of 15 days to get in touch with the 

company. The newspaper must be published in the area the registered office of the company is 

situated.  

Issue drafts or cheques to those members who inform that they received the dividend warrants 

after the expiry of the currency period or their dividend warrant were lost in transit after 

satisfying that they are not cashed. 

The dividend which is unclaimed or unpaid needs to be transferred to a special account named 

Unpaid dividend A/C withing 7 days after expiry of the period of 30 days of declaration of the 

final dividend. 

 

Punishment for failure to distribute dividends. 

If the company fails to pay the dividend within 30 days of its declaration. 

Then the company will have to pay an interest of the 18% p.a. for the period of the default and 

the director the company can face imprisonment to 2 years or the fine of 1000 rupee every day 

for the period that default continues.  

But in the following cases, no offence is deemed to be committed  

1. Is not paid by the operation of law. 
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2. There is dispute regarding the right to receive the dividend. 

3. If the dividend is lawfully adjusted by company, sum due from shareholders. 

4.  If shareholders have given directions and they cannot be complied with. Note: it must be 

communicated to the shareholders.  

5. If post of warrant was not due to the default of the company. 

 

Conclusion 

As the result of Covid 19 pandemic we can see the dip in the rollout of dividend by the 

companies. As many companies would want to  re-invest the money they have earned right 

now. Dividends indicate that the company is on the right track and is doing well financially 

and generating profits. 
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REPATRIATION OF PROFITS 

Prior to the investing in India, companies should know how to repatriate their profits from the 

country. Though sending company’s profits from India is much simpler than remitting personal 

income, the procedures to remit money to the parent company depend upon an entity’s 

investment model. 

Typically, foreign companies in India can operate through either a liaison office, project office, 

branch office or from wholly owned subsidiary (WOS). 

Liaison Offices are only meant for promotion of the parent company’s business interests and 

spread awareness of the company’s products and to explore further opportunities for the 

business. They are not allowed to undertake any business activities and thus can’t earn any 

income in India. Expenses should be met entirely from inward remittance of foreign exchange 

from the head office which is outside India. Therefore, companies are not permitted to 

repatriate money from a liaison office. 

Project offices are only set up to execute specific projects in India. They can only undertake 

these related activities for the execution of the specified project. These offices can remit 

outside India a surplus, only when the projects are completed. 

Remitting from Branch Offices 

Branch offices are often used by foreign companies to engage in manufacturing and trading 

activities in India. They are allowed to represent their parent company but have limited 

operational capacity. Notable operations are not allowed by branch offices which include retail 

trading activities and manufacturing or processing activities. 

All investments and profits earned by the branches of the foreign companies are repatriable 

after taxes are paid. There are, however, two uncommon exceptions in this; first, certain sectors 

such as defence are subject to special conditions. For these sectors, there are lock-in periods 

where companies have to wait for the permission to be granted by the Indian government. The 

second exception is that only when non-resident Indians (NRIs) specifically choose to invest 

under these non-repatriable schemes. 
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According to sections 11 clause 1 and section 11 clause 2 of the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) 

Exchange Control Manual, branch office of foreign the companies should file the application 

for remittance of profits along with the following documents: 

• Certified copies of audited balance sheet and profit and loss account statement for the 

year to which the profits are related. 

• Certificate from auditors covering how the remittable amount has been calculated. 

• Confirmation that the entire income of the branch office has accrued from sources 

in India only. 

• Confirmation that the requirements of the Companies Act, 1956, have all been met; 

• Certificate from auditors citing that RBI’s approval number and date, to the effect that 

the branch office can carried on his business in compliance with approval granted by 

the RBI. 

• Certificate from auditors that shows sufficient funds that has been set aside to meet 

all Indian tax liabilities, or these liabilities have already been met. 

• Declaration from the applicant that the profits sought for the remittance are purely 

earned in the normal course of business and does not include profits from any other 

sources. 

Companies must note that authorized dealers scrutinize the documents to make sure that the 

income has derived from RBI-approved activities and that calculations must be the amount 

sought to be remitted are corrected. 

Remitting from Wholly Owned Subsidiaries  

A wholly owned subsidiary in India has its own independent legal status distinct from the 

parent foreign company. Foreign entities are with their long-term business objectives that are 

often choose to establish their presence with a WOS because it provides longevity, flexibility 

and a stronger legal foundation for doing business in India. 

The two ways of sending profits from a WOS in India are:         

• Pay-out of profits as dividends; and 

• Buyback of shares by the company. 
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Dividends are freely repatriable without any restrictions as long as taxes are paid, notably the 

Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT). Tax credit and/or tax relief is not applicable for the DDT or 

for repatriation of dividends. Companies do not require permission from the RBI, but the 

remittance must be made through an authorized dealer. 
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IMPOSITION OF TAXES 

The tax imposed on net income of a company is called corporate tax. 

Corporate income tax imposed on domestic and foreign companies are – 

INCOME 

 

 

 

 

Less than INR 10 

million 

More than 10 

million but less 

than 100 million 

More than INR 

100 million 

 

CORPORATE INCOME TAX 

Turnover does not 

increase INR 4 billion 

BASIC EFFECTIVE 

 

Domestic companies 

 

BASIC EFFECTIVE 

 

Foreign companies 

 

BASIC EFFECTIVE 

 

 

25% 26% 30% 31.20% 40% 41.60% 

25% 27.82% 30% 33.38% 40% 42.43% 

25% 29.12% 30% 34.94% 40% 43.68% 

 

 

Effective tax rates include educational cess, health cess and surcharge. 

Surcharge is only payable when the taxable income exceeds Rs. 10 million. 

TAX IMPOSED COMPANIES EXCEEDING THE 4BILLION 

TURONVER LIMIT, BASED ON THE SECTION UNDER WHICH THE 

COMPANY IS REGISTERED- 

SECTIONS TAX RATE SURCHARGE 

Section 115BA (Companies having 

turnover up to Rs 400 crore in FY 2017-

18) 

25% 7% / 12% 
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Section 115BAA 22% 10% 

Section 115BAB 15% 10% 

ANY OTHER CASE 30% 7% / 12% 

Surcharge rate is 7% in case the total income is above one crore rupees and up to Rs 10 crore. 

The rate of surcharge is 12% in case total income is above Rs 10 crore. 

 

REDUCED TAX RATES FOR NEW DOMESTIC MANUFACTURING COMPANIES- 

Taxation law (amendment) act 2019 allows a beneficial CIT rate of 15% for newly setup 

domestic manufacturing companies but the company must meet following requirements in 

order to be eligible to avail the 15% CIT rate- 

1. The company is incorporated on or after October 1, 2019 and the manufacture of item is 

done before March, 2023. 

2. The business is not formed by splitting up previously existing business. 

3. Does not use a machinery or plant previously used in India for any purpose. 

4. Does not use any building previously used as convention center or hotel for which deductions 

under Income tax act have been claimed. 

5. The company should not engage in any other business other than manufacture of article. 

6. Domestic transfer pricing provision shall be applicable for these companies. 

7. Beneficiary company of this option should exclude from MAT credits. 

8. In case of difficulties arising in non-compliance of eligibility requirements, CBDT may issue 

guidelines for removing the difficulty. 

9. The company has not claimed any beneficiary for establishing its unit in SEZ, benefit of 

additional depreciation, expenditure on scientific research, investment allowances, benefits of 

accelerated depreciation, or any income of some form of income other than deduction in term 

of employment of new employees. 

10. Company has not set off of any loss and unabsorbed depreciation carried forward from any 

earlier year provided such loss is attributed of deductions referred to point 9. 
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11. the option of seeking CIT of 15% should be opted for before due date of furnishing of 

income. 

 

MAT: MINIMUN ALTERNATE TAX 

It is the tax paid by a company over and above the normal tax liability. And rate of tax imposed 

of different companies under MAT are- 

INCOME 

 

 

 

 

Less than INR 10 

million 

More than 10 

million but less 

than 100 million 

More than INR 

100 million 

 

MAT RATE 

Domestic companies 

 

BASIC EFFECTIVE 

 

Foreign companies 

 

BASIC EFFECTIVE 

 

 

15% 15.6% 15% 15.6% 

15% 16.692% 15% 15.912% 

15% 17.472% 15% 16.380% 

 

Sick companies are not subject to MAT. 

The companies are required to file the income tax return by 31 October each year regardless of 

the company starting in the same financial year. All the companies are required to file their 

return using form ITR6, except for the companies which opted for SECTION 11. All the 

companies registered under The Companies Act, 2013 are required to file their return through 

Form ITR7. The Income tax Act requires certain class of companies to provide their audit 

report along with their income tax return to the IT Department. Corporate requires a company 

to comply with loads of rules. 
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CONCLUSION 

DEFINITION 

A company is a legal entity formed by the group of individuals who are engage in and 

operate a business commercial or industrial enterprise. A company can be organized in 

various ways for tax and financial liabilities purposes depending on the corporate law of its 

jurisdiction.  

MEMORANDAM OF ASSOCIATION 

MOA is an important document for the company which is outlines the company law under 

which companies works and functions. There are several clauses in MOA which define some 

aspect under the provision of Companies Act, 2013: 

• NAME CLAUSE 

• REGISTERED STATE CLAUSE 

• OBJECT CLAUSE 

• LIABILITY CLAUSE  

• CAPITAL CLAUSE 

• SUBSCRIBER CLAUSE 

COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS 

A private company or a public company without share capital was needed to acquire a 

certificate of start of business under the Companies Act of 2013, but only public companies 

with share capital were required to obtain a certificate of commencement of business. 

Companies established after November 2, 2018 must file a declaration and verification under 

the Companies Act, 2013. 

• DECLARATION 

According to the Section 10A the companies which are incorporated after the commencement 

of the Companies (Amendment) Ordinance, 2019 and having a share capital should not 

commence any business or exercise any borrowing powers. 

Within 180 days of the date of incorporation, the Directors submit a statement with the 

Registrar stating that each subscriber to the memorandum must pay the value of the shares 

agreed to be accepted by him on the date of these declarations. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/business.asp
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According to Rule 23A of the Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014, 

– The declaration should be in Form No, lNC-20A and must be filed as provided in the 

Companies (Registration Offices and Fees) Rules, 2014. 

– Company Secretary or a chartered Accountant or a cost Accountant in practice must verify 

the contents of this form. 

– However, if a company is pursuing objectives that require registration or approval 

from sectorial regulators such as the Reserve Bank of India, the Securities and 

Exchange Board of India, and others, the registration or approval, as the case may be, 

from these regulators should be obtained and attached to the declaration. 

 

• VERIFICATION 

According to section 12(2) of the Companies Act, a verification of the company’s 

registered office must be lodged with the registrar. 

Section 12(2) states that the business shall submit to the Registrar verification of its 

registered office in Form No. INC.22 together with the accompanying attachments within 

30 days of its incorporation: 

(a) A registration document stating the company’s ownership of the premises where the 

registered office is located. 

(b) A notarized copy of the lease or rent agreement in the company’s name, as well as a 

copy of the most recent rent payment receipt. 

(c) Permission from the owner or authorised occupier of the premises, as well as proof of 

ownership or occupancy authority, for the business to use the premises as its registered 

office. 

(d) Proof of any utility service, such as telephone, gas, or electricity, displaying the 

address of the premises in the name of the owner or a document, as the case may be, that 

is no more than two months old. 

PROCEDURE FOR FORMATION OF COMPANY 
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Minimum Requirement of a Private Company: 

1. Minimum 2 Shareholders 

2. Minimum 2 Directors (The directors and shareholders could be the same person) 

3. Minimum Authorised Share Capital should be of  Rs. 100,000 (INR One Lac) 

4. DSC (Digital Signature Certificate) for all the Directors (who are applying for DIN) 

5. DIN (Director Identification Number) for all the Directors 

Minimum Requirement of a Public Company: 

1. Minimum 7 Shareholders 

2. Minimum 3 Directors (The directors and shareholders could be the same person) 

3. Minimum Authorised Share Capital should be of Rs. 500,000 (INR Five Lac) 

4. DIN (Director Identification Number) for all the Directors 

5. DSC (Digital Signature Certificate) for one of the Directors 
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